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British Underground’s ‘Looking for a New England’ showcase, 
featuring the rising stars of English folk music, was filmed at 
the iconic Real World studios, to feature in Folk Unlocked 
2021, the virtual showcasing platform for Folk Alliance 
International.

• Folk Unlocked had 3,094 attendees for their 2021 
event

• 35 countries were represented 

• 383 people checked into the ‘Looking For A New 
England’ showcase within Pathable 

•  472 attended the ‘Looking For A New England’ 
showcase

• British Underground!s unique ‘Looking For A New 
England’ website received 290 unique visitors with 
437 total site sessions
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Showcase Highlights 

LOOKING FOR  A NEW ENGLAND 
CASE STUDY 
A Showcase Of Exclusive Live Performances and 
Interviews With Folk and Roots Artists

Looking For A New England Poster: Luke Drozd
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British Underground seek to uphold ACE!s Inclusivity and 
Relevance ambition (from "Let!s Create!)
that, #England!s diversity is fully reflected in the individuals and 
organisations we support and the culture they produce”. This 
ambition is pursued by British Underground across our annual 
NPO programme, with each featured showcase contributing to 
the overall achievement of our Inclusion and Relevance policy.

• ‘Looking For A New England’ was curated to include at 
lest 1:1 balance of represented from underserved 
communities (women)

• The artist profile for Looking For A New England 
ensured that our ACE funded programs featured at 
least 50% representatives from underserved 
communities (women)

• Regional presentation within Looking For A New 
England covered South West, Yorkshire and the 
Humber and London
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Inclusivity and Relevance 
Focus: Celebrating and 
elevating women in folk
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British Underground, the creative production company that 
produces showcases and strategic development projects in 
music and the arts focusing on international success, curated 
the LFANE showcase with partners Sounds Just Fine, Green 
Note, The Live Room and filmmakers Northern Cowboys for 
Folk Alliance International 2021. Together they produced 
British Underground!s first online music showcase of 2021, 
filmed at Peter Gabriel’s iconic Real World Studios.

Folk Alliance International (FAI) was founded in 1989 and is a 
non-profit National Arts Service Organisation based in Kansas 
City, the largest city in the state of Missouri, USA. FAI is the 
leading international voice for folk music and seeks to connect 
folk music leaders. FAI’s mission is to “serve, strengthen and 
engage the global folk music community through preservation, 
presentation and promotion”. It features more than 3,000 
members covering: labels, managers, agents, festivals, artists, 
venues and concert series presenters. Previous conference 
keynote speakers include: Judy Collins, Chris Hadfield and Rita 
Coolidge. 

Click here to see British Underground’s ‘Looking For A New 
England’ trailer. 

The Folk Unlocked Virtual Conference was curated in place of 
the in person FAI Conference as the annual conference could 
not go ahead due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Folk Unlocked 
was a 5-day virtual interactive event that brought together 
showcases, workshops, peer-group meeting, mentorships, 
networking and more. The interactive event included live 
streams, pre-recordings and recordings showcasing folk 
musicians and music from around the globe. Panelists and 
facilitators for the 2021 events included Allision Russell, Saul 
Paul, Shanta Thake (GlobalFESTest), Ann Powers (NPR) and 
many more. 

Folk Unlocked 2021 included:
• 2 Keynotes
• 37 Spotlight Showcase Hosts
• 199 Spotlight Showcase Performances
• 64 Unlocked Showcase Presenter Rooms
• 1,307 Unlocked Showcase Performances
• 26 panels
• 268 Artist Mentorship Meetings
• 818 One - on -One Meetings
• 50 Exhibitors and 11,294 Booth Visits from the Exhibit 

Hall
• 673,000 total views

The Looking For A New England showcase showcased the 
rising stars of the English folk scene to an international 
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Overview

What was Looking For A New 
England?

Where did the showcase take 
place?

https://www.dropbox.com/s/oh9f36zb0klpzqc/2352583645.mp4?dl=0
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audience. British Underground and partners Sounds Just Fine, 
Green Note, The Live Room and Northern Cowboys each 
curated and spotlight and unlocked showcased within Folk 
Unlocked. 

The name Looking for New England started out as a project 
name British Underground  used for their first folk showcase 
produced at the annual conference and festival SXSW in 2010. 
It featured artists such as The Unthanks, Sam Lee and Olivia 
Chaney. British Underground saw a  new interest in folk music 
and decided to revive the concept given its forward-looking 
and bold name.

The British Underground team supported this project (CEO 
Crispin Parry, Naomi Pieris, Ronan Morrissey and Makeda 
Bennett - Amparbeng ), alongside the following curators and 
sector specialists:

Sounds Just Fine - Sounds Just Fine is an independent, free-
thinking organisation specialising in folk and roots artists 
management, development and creative projects. With a 
history that ranges from successful high-profile projects with 
both UK and international artists and organisations, through 
to individual market development for artists, Sounds Just Fine 
are dedicated to agile, free-thinking support through 
collaborative projects, bespoke development programmes and 
more.

Green Note - Green Note is an award-winning live music venue 
and vegetarian café-bar, located in Camden Town. It is a 
unique, intimate, independent venue with a cozy vibe and 
friendly atmosphere. Founded in 2005 by two music-loving 
friends, it has become known as one of London!s top-spots for 
folk and roots music, hosting gigs every night ranging from folk 
and blues to roots, world, jazz, country, bluegrass and singer-
songwriters.

The Live Room - Located at Caroline Street Social Club in the 
World Heritage Village of Saltaire in Yorkshire, England, The 
Live Room presents the very best live folk, roots and acoustic 
music, featuring a stimulating mix of artists, some with world-
wide reps, some cult heroes, others emerging, but all 
outstanding in their field.

Northern Cowboys - Northern Cowboys help creatives and 
organisations within the music industry tell their story through 
video and sound design.

The artists selected to perform as part of the Looking For A 
New England showcase are as followed:

Spotlight Showcases 
John Smith (artist) 
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Who was involved in the Looking 
For A New England Showcase?
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John Smith was born in Essex and raised on the Devon seaside. 
Known for his intimate songwriting, his honey-on-gravel voice 
and pioneering guitar playing, he has spent the last fifteen years 
touring internationally and has amassed over 40 million 
streams on Spotify. As a session musician he has played guitar 
with artists as diverse as Joan Baez, David Gray, Joe Henry, 
Lianne La Havas and Tom Jones.

Misty River (artist) 
Based in London with roots in the West Coast of Ireland and 
the US, Misty River (fronted by songwriter and Carmen 
Phelan) combine harmonic vocals intertwined with dobro, 
fiddle and electric guitar, alongside songwriting rooted in 
classic Americana, Roots and Blues. Upcoming album 
'Promises ' was produced by long term collaborator Adam 
Morley and finished in Nashville with six time Grammy winner 
Vance Powell.
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Looking For A New England Showcase: Misty Rivers

Looking For A New England Showcase: John Smith
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Cardboard Fox (group) 
Cardboard Fox are a unique and powerful combination of 
dexterous instrumental playing, memorable songwriting and 
energetic live shows. All four musicians have their musical 
roots in bluegrass but their collective influences reach much 
further and this shows in their music. Formed in late 2013 in 
Bath, England, the band features the sibling harmonies of 
Charlotte and Laura Carrivick (the Carrivick Sisters) on guitar/
vocals and fiddle/vocals respectively, the extraordinary talents 
of young mandolin player Joe Tozer and the driving and 
technically demanding double bass playing and harmony vocals 
of John Breese. The band has toured throughout the UK and 
Europe as well as a couple of performances in North America, 
including being the first ever UK band to gain a highly sought 
after showcase spot at the International Bluegrass Music 
Association’s 2016 World of Bluegrass in Raleigh, North 
Carolina.

Lauren Housley (artist)
Powerhouse vocalist and songwriter Lauren Housley 
independently released her first two albums, Sweet Surrender 
in 2015 and The Beauty of This Life in 2017, quickly garnering 
acclaim from fans, critics and fellow musicians alike. Lauren's 
3rd album will be released on 23rd April through her own label 
Lovebird recordings.
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Looking For A New England Showcase: Cardboard Box

Looking For A New England Showcase: Lauren Housley
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Unlocked Showcases by The Northern Cowboys 

Emily Barker (artist) 
Acclaimed singer-songwriter Emily Barker released her new 
album A Dark Murmuration of Words on September 4th 2020. 
Produced by Greg Freeman and recorded at StudiOwz, a 
converted chapel in the Welsh countryside, A Dark 
Murmuration of Words takes Barker’s clear, expressive vocals 
and warm acoustic aesthetic and subtly shifts her sound in the 
direction of contemporaries such as Laura Marling and Phoebe 
Bridgers. Lyrically probing, by turns both dark and optimistic, 
Barker searches for meaning through the deafening clamour of 
fake news and algorithmically filtered conversation, delivering a 
timely exploration of the grand themes of our age through the 
lens of what it means to return “home.”
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Emily Barker

Heidi Taibot
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Heidi Taibot (artist) 
Heidi Talbot was born in a small village in Co. Kildare, Ireland, 
moved to New York when she was 18, became a folk star in the 
USA as a member of the Irish American band Cherish the 
Ladies, and now lives in Edinburgh, Scotland. She is a warm 
and engaging performer and over the past twenty years has 
performed all over North and South America, the United 
Kingdom, Ireland, Europe, Japan, Australia and New Zealand, 
in the finest Concert Halls and International Festivals. Heidi 
has been nominated for Folk singer of the year and Best 
Traditional Song by BBC Radio 2, Best Live Act by the Scottish 
Traditional Music Awards and Best Female vocalist at The Irish 
Music Awards.

Robbie Cavannagh (artist) 
A self confessed devotee of 'real music' Robbie Cavanagh is not 
defined by genres. Robbie performs self penned, unscrubbed 
tales of heartbreak, loss, love and discovery and he writes them 
with honesty, emotion and most importantly; instinct. With 
two studio albums under his belt and a third imminent, 2021 
sees Robbie accept Bob Harris's Emerging Artist Award at the 
Americana Music Association Awards.
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Robbie Cavannagh

The Rheingans Sisters
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The Rheingans Sisters (group) 
Nominated for 'Best Group' at the 2019 BBC Radio 2 Folk 
Awards, The Rheingans Sisters are one of the most visionary 
acts on the British folk scene, creating cinematic, muscular and 
richly connecting music that is wholly contemporary while 
anchored in European folk traditions. Their 4th album 
Receiver, one of Songlines Magazine’s Top 10 Essential Folk 
Albums of 2020, is out now.

The Live Room Unlocked Showcase 

 

The Little Unsaid (artist) 
The Little Unsaid began life when West-Yorkshire born 
producer and songwriter John Elliott started recording music 
in his garage with an old PC and a £5 microphone. In the years 
that followed he has toured the UK and Europe extensively, 
performed at major festivals including Glastonbury, and 
received regular radio play from the likes of Guy Garvey and 
Iggy Pop on BBC 6 Music. In 2017 John won the Steve Reid 
InNOVAtion Award for boundary-pushing music creators and 
received mentoring from Gilles Peterson and Four Tet.
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Hamilton Loomis

The Little Unsaid
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Hamilton Loomis (artist) 
Born and raised in Galveston, Texas, Loomis is the son of 
musician parents who listened to blues, rock and soul. Music 
ran in his veins and, with instruments readily available around 
the house, he picked up drums, piano, guitar and harmonica, 
honing his multi-instrumental talent in addition to performing 
regularly as part of his family’s doo-wop group. “My parents had 
a fantastic record collection and, when I started writing, I 
gravitated towards what I’d been listening to all my life. I have 
a huge reverence for the blues and all it encompasses, but I’ve 
always been fond of R&B and funky music.”

Track Dogs (group) 
“Sun-shiny songs thriving on dark themes behind irresistible 
rhythms.” Comprised of 2 Irishmen, 1 Englishman and 1 
American the band came together in 2011 to make their unique 
brand of acoustic music; a veritable 4×4 of voices and 
instruments identified for their dynamic fusion of styles 
including folk, latin, Americana & even some bluegrass.
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Track Dogs

Suzie Ungereider
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Suzie Ungereider (artist) 
Oh Susanna’s gloriously emotive, crystalline voice and folk-noir 
balladry that have drawn comparisons with Gillian Welch, 
Neko Case, Sarah McLachlan and Tori Amos. This showcase 
features songs exclusively from her critically acclaimed album, 
‘Sleepy Little Sailor’ from 2001, which was re-released in 2020. 
These pared-back acoustic versions highlight both the 
effortless strength of her bewitching voice and her immense 
songwriting talent, bringing their haunting power to the fore.

Green Note Unlocked Showcase 

Michele Stodart (artist) 
Michele Stodart is a solo artist as well as bassist, vocalist and 
co-songwriter with much-loved, double-platinum selling The 
Magic Numbers. Her solo albums, as alongside her intimate, 
heart-wrenching live performances helped her gain recognition 
as a superb artist and songwriter in her own right.
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Michele Stodart

Charm Of Finches
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Charm Of Finches (group) 
Sister duo Charm of Finches from Melbourne, Australia, make 
haunted tunes about love, grief and whispering trees with tight 
sibling harmonies and chamber folk sound. Their Australian 
Music Prize nominated 2019 sophomore album "Your 
Company" won Best Folk Album in the Independent Music 
Awards. They showcased at FAI 2020 in New Orleans, and 
participated in the inaugural Global Music Match.

Copper Viper (artist) 
Copper Viper is an acoustic folk duo from London, comprised 
of prolific songwriter and guitarist Robin Joel Sangster and 
fiddle/mandolin player Duncan Menzies. Since the release of 
their debut album “Cut It Down, Count The Rings” in April 
2019, Copper Viper have toured extensively in the UK, Europe 
and Canada, performing at venues such as London’s prestigious 
Green Note, and the Cambridge Folk Festival where they were 
nominated for the Christian Raphael Prize for new artists.
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Copper Viper

Diana Jones
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Diana Jones (artist) 
Award winning singer/songwriter Diana Jones is known for her 
gritty, literary, Appalachian influenced songs. Song To A Refuge, 
Diana’s 6th solo recording gives voice to stories of asylum 
seekers world wide. On the anthemic single, "We Believe You" 
Jones is joined by Steve Earle, Richard Thompson and Peggy 
Seeger. Song To A Refugee has been received with stunning 
international four star reviews, and best of lists, including the 
EuroAmericana Chart 2020 album of the year. 

 

Devon Sproule (artist) 
Devon Sproule is an old friend of Green Note, hailing from 
Charlottesville, VA. She’s also pals with the Tin Angel 
community in Coventry, having released several records with 
their label over the years. Her music has wandered between 
folk & indie, most recently influenced by collaborators in 
Ontario (Sproule’s birthplace). Paste Magazine said, “Sproule’s 
songs are something to behold: Victoria Williams’ playfulness 
and spunk meeting up with Joni Mitchell’s confessional 
songwriting chops.”
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Carsie Blanton

Devon Sproule
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Carsie Blanton (artist) 
Carsie Blanton writes anthems for a world worth saving. 
Inspired by artists including Nina Simone and Randy Newman, 
her songs encompass a wide range of genres, from sultry pop to 
punk-tinged Americana. Whether alone with her electric guitar 
or fronting her four-piece “handsome band,” Carsie delivers 
every song with an equal dose of moxie and mischief, bringing 
her audience together in joyful celebration of everything worth 
fighting for.

Kris Delmhorst (artist) 
Kris Delmhorst is a veteran of the indie Americana world, with 
vivid songwriting, soulful delivery, and intricate arrangements 
that stretch the limits of genre. Long Day in the Milky Way, 
Delmhorst’s eighth album, is lush with layered vocals and 
immersive instrumentation, finding the gifted lyricist at the 
height of her craft and working with a strong sense of purpose.

Due to the restrictions in place as a result of the Covid-19 
pandemic, filmed performances took place in various locations. 
The British Underground Spotlight Showcase was filmed inside 
Peter Gabriel’s iconic Real World Studios in Box, Wiltshire. 
The following unlocked showcases were filmed within the 
following locations:

• Green Note was filmed within the award-winning live music 
venue the Green Note in Camden Town. The venue is 
known as one of London!s top spots for folk and roots 
music. 

• The Live Room was filmed in the music venue The Live 
Room in World Heritage Village of Saltaire in Yorkshire, 
England. The venue is known for presenting the very best 
live folk, roots and acoustic music.
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What was the long term impact 
of the Looking For A New 
England showcase and why did 
the event help those who took 
part?

Kris Delmhorst
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• Northern Cowboys was filmed within the Green Note/The 
Live Room

The British Underground showcases were filmed and edited by 
The Northern Cowboys, an independent film-company 
specializing in Mini Documentaries, Unique Live Sessions and 
Music Videos.

The official artwork for ‘Looking for a New England’ was 
created by British Undergrounds artist in residence Luke 
Drozd. 

Folk Unlocked 2021 brought together showcases from Australia 
to Brazil and delegates from across the globe. Though online 
and operating differently than usual the showcase opportunity 
produced numerous tangible outcomes for the partners and 
artists involved in the Looking For A New England showcase. 

Spotlight artist Misty River secured connections to local 
management/PR consultants in Nashville and Ireland, had 
conversations with two booking agents, gained airtime on US 
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and UK radio stations (such as KCRW) and was added to the 
Folk Unlocked Spotify editorial playlist. 

Spotlight showcase artist Lauren Housley secured 8 key 
contacts and as a result of her showcase has signed a publishing 
deal with Phil Simpson at First Original Music. 

Partners The Live Room and Green Note were able to secure 
bookings for their online series of lockdown shows, with the 
Green Note intending to put on several booked artists within 
their venue once reopened.

The showcase ensured that the lineup represented those 
identifying as belonging to ‘underserved communities’ with 13 
out of 19 artists/bands being women, meaning women were 
represented in over 50% of the showcase. It is agreed that 
future showcases developed by British Underground in this 
genre, such as ‘Looking For A New England’, will need to 
acknowledge and seek to support and represent the widest 
possible community of artists, especially those from 
‘underserved communities’.

As British Underground is funded by Arts Council England it is 
important that they represent artists from across the nation. 
Artists within the Looking For A New England spotlight 
showcase represented the regions South West, Yorkshire and 
the Humber and London. Partner presenters the Live Room 
and Green Note represented Saltaire, Yorkshire and Camden, 
London. Both partners presented artist from England, Ireland, 
America, Canada and Australia.

Folk Unlocked had 3,094 online attendees in total for their 
2021 event with 35 countries represented. The Looking For A 
New England showcase received 472 attendees (15%) for the 
online showcase in total. As part of this showcase British 
Underground curated a bespoke website that acted as the main 
hub location to find all information relating to ‘Looking For A 
New England’. During Folk Unlocked the ‘Looking For A New 
England’ website saw 290 unique visitors with 437 total site 
sessions.
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Who accessed and experienced 
the Looking For A New England 
showcase?  
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The live stream of the showcase was well received by attendees 
with some of the following quotes and comments recorded:

"Wow, what a lush showcase! So gorgeously put together. 
Thanks to all involved!!$Rebecca Kemp

'This is a really beautiful showcase - fantastic work British 
Underground and co!!$Hannah Bright

"Hey all! Looking forward to this showcase - watching from 
Melbourne Australia (Naarm of the Wurundjeri People, Kulin 
Nation- it's a sunny morning!!$Jo Windred

"I love the approach British Underground took for this 
showcase.  Wonderful job, Crispin and Neil and team! Real 
World looking gorgeous as ever. Beautiful sound.!$Michelle 
Conceison

"This is so beautiful Misty River! And the whole showcase 
looks beautiful British Underground :)'Laura McCabe

"Lauren Housley - what a voice!!$Mari P√§√§kk√∂nen

"Misty River is outstanding!!$Philip Friedman
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